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Short description of geo7 AG

July 2014, Schangnau

- Founded in 1982, domiciled in Bern / Switzerland

Severe flooding occurred in central Switzerland in summer 2014.
Characteristics: flooding, shallow landslides, driftwood

- Today 16 employees with specialisations in geography, geomorphology,
geology, hydrology, (geo-)information science and engineering
- Main business areas: natural hazards / integral risk management and
geographical information systems (partner ESRI ArcGIS)
- Strong connections to research and experienced in practice, combining
therefore both aspects with a focus on interdisciplinary approaches
based on current results from science

Total precipitation from July 1st to July 22 2014 (left), comparison of hydrograph curves from flood events in 1997, 2007, 2012 and
2014 (middle), clogging of bridge at Sädelbach (upper image, right) and debris deposition in Schangnau (lower image, right) [4].

Methodological concepts and approaches
Natural hazard events in Switzerland analysed by geo7
(potential test cases for ANYWHERE)

The disposition concept [6] includes basic / variable disposition and trigger
events. We apply these principles for flood warning considering the actual
condition of the soil water storage and weather forecasts.

August 21/21 in 2005
In August 2005, torrential rain fell across wide areas on the northern
slopes of the Alps. The main damage processes were flooding, erosion,
overbank sedimentation, landslides and debris flows. The flood of August
2005 in Switzerland claimed the lives of six people and caused material
damage totaling CHF 3 billion. Approximately 900 communes were
affected and locations like Lauterbrunnen remained cut off for days.
Characteristics: multi-hazard event with complex process chains and
induced by long-lasting rainfall.

Cumulative 3-day precipitation and annuality of precipitation events in the Bernese Oberland (left), aerial image of the debris flow in
Brienz (middle) and aerial image of flooding in Interlaken (right) [1].

Development of soil storage in August 2005 in
comparison with quantile analysis 1983 – 2004
(above) and development of precipitation, discharge
and soil storage in July 2000 [5].

Evaluation of initial disposition for short flooding events, whereas discharge process type is displayed on the left and the resulting
initial disposition on the right [5].

For large rivers, we analyse different processes for runoff formation to
deviate intervention time and trigger limits.

October 2011
In October 2011 heavy flooding occurred in the northern Alps in
Switzerland whereas the event was characterized by rain on snow.
Characteristics: debris flows and flooding, with a strong influence of “rain
on snow” and rapid snowmelt by increasing temperatures.

Different intervention levels depending on actual discharge and
forecast increase (left, [7]) for Aare Hagneck (right, [8]).

Debris flows with strong erosion on the fans in Gasterntal (left) and flooding due to
side erosion of the Kander in Mitholz (left) [3].

Visions
Early warning is improved by new model input and considers e.g.
conclusions by analogy such as blocked weather situations in the past.

Origin of the air mass arriving at Jungfraujoch on Comparison of hydrograph curves from flood events in 1999, 2005
Monday morning October 10 at 06 UTC [2].
and 2011 at gauging station of Kander River in Hondrich [2].
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